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COMPLETE COMMUNITIES WORKSHOP #3 SUMMARY  
    

Community: City of Milford, Delaware 

 

Time/Date/Location: 5:00 – 6:30 pm, July 19, 2012; Milford Public Library 

 

IPA Project Team: Marcia Scott, Bernard Dworsky, Julia O’Hanlon, Chris Anderson and Natasha Nau 

 

UD Center for Historic Architecture and Design (CHAD) Team: David Ames and Allison Rice 

 

List of Attendees (Stakeholders—names and affiliations): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stakeholders invited, but could not attend: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name Affiliation Name Affiliation 

Archie Campbell Planning Commission Jim Purcell 
Communities in Schools in 
Delaware 

Bob Connelly Mispillion Art League Jo Schemeiser Chamber of Commerce 

Bobbie Geier DelDOT Lt. Edward Huey Milford Police 

Bryan Hall OSPC Richard Carmean City of Milford 

Connie Holland OSPC Gwen Guerke Milford Chronicle  

David Edgell OSPC Gary Emory City of Milford 

Daniel Marabello Downtown Milford Craig Crouch Kent-Sussex Industries, Inc. 

Name Affiliation Name Affiliation 

Bryan Shupe Milford Live Lee Nelson Downtown Milford 

Rep. Harvey Kenton Delaware Legislator Sen. Gary Simpson Delaware Legislator 

Dave Kenton Milford Museum/Hist. Society Sher Valenzuela First State Manufacturing 

Sara Kate Hammer  Downtown Milford Rev. Jeanel Starling St. Paul's Church 

Sharon Kanter Milford School District George Carroll Dolce Bakery 

Joseph Tauber Milford Senior Center, Inc. Ivy Bonk First State Manufacturing 

Karen R. Lloyd Milford Senior Center, Inc. Charles Rini City of Milford 

Lucius Webb Citizen Dave Markowitz Citizen 

Lance Cargill Citizen Patty Atkinson Citizen 
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Summary of Proceedings:  
 

A. Introductions - IPA Team, Stakeholders, Members of Public 

 

B. Project Overview and Current Status 

 
Overview:  
 

 IPA is working in collaboration with the Delaware Department of Transportation and the Office of 
State Planning Coordination to develop a framework to plan for complete communities in 
Delaware. The Town of Elsmere and City of Milford have been selected as “pilot communities” for 
this project.   

 A forum will be held later this Fall to convey outcomes of the community workshops and solicit 
input from a larger stakeholder group.  

 
Recap of Workshop #1:  
 
At the first workshop, stakeholders were asked to consider each of the five elements of a Complete 
Community. For each element, stakeholders considered the listed characteristics and wrote down the 
letter (A,B,C) in boxes on a worksheet, or selected letter (D) and wrote in their own priority(ies). Listed 
below is the top characteristic for each of the five elements of a Complete Community:  

 Complete Streets – Integrates multiple transportation options  

 Efficient Land Use – Provides a mix of complimentary land uses  

 Healthy and Livable – Maximizes opportunities for physical activity, recreation, and healthy 
lifestyles  

 Inclusive and Active – Strengthens citizen participation  

 Sustainable – Promotes job growth and business diversity—existing and new  

 Other elements – Higher education, access to good healthcare, availability of critical services, 
coordination/cooperation with other entities, leveraging grant opportunities, mutual respect of 
property rights and safety, correct the conditions of the gateway  

 
Recap of Workshop #2: 
 

 A Visual Preference Survey (VPS) is a tool that allows community members to rate visual 
concepts (conceptual ideas) of existing and non-existing types of building designs, landscape 
characteristics, community fabric, architectural styles, signs, growth patterns, etc.  

 

 A VPS can help a community determine what visual aspects contribute to a community’s overall 
image, sense of place, historic character, and surrounding environment. Preferences for visual 
images can be used to guide development of a community’s plans, policies, and/or design 
standards. 

 

 Two versions of the VPS were administered to each pilot community. In Milford, results were as 

follows: 

 In person (Workshop 2: 5/15/12 – 17 responses) 

 Online (Live from 5/10 – 7/10 – 134 responses) 

 VPS findings will be analyzed and online at Complete Communities website by August 31 

 IPA’s initial online VPS results indicated some significant “visual preferences” for Milford. 
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Question: Significant Result Positive: Significant Result Negative: 

Rate Each Photo of 

Commercial Development 

76.04% of respondents indicated a strong 

preference for Photo A.  

• Appealing: 47/134 (35.07 %)  

• Strongly Appealing: 55/134 (41.04 %) 

 

Rate Each Photo Building 

Heights 

54.48% of respondents indicated a strong 

preference for photo B. (Height of 2 stories) 

• Appealing: 48/134 (35.82 %) 

• Strongly Appealing: 25/134 (18.66 %) 

 

Rate Each Photo of 

Streetscaping Aspects 

83.58% of respondents indicated a strong 

preference for photo D. 

• Appealing: 43/134 (32.09 %)  

• Strongly Appealing: 69/134 (51.49 %) 

 

Rate Each Photo of a 

Community Gateway 

66.41% of respondents indicated a 

preference for Photo D.  

• Strongly Unappealing 54/134 (40.3 %) 

• Unappealing 25/134 (18.66 %) 

 

Rate Each Photo of a 

Commercial Sign 

 58.69% of respondents indicated that Photo F was 

unappealing. 

• Strongly Unappealing 54/134 (40.3 %) 

• Unappealing 25/134 (18.66 %) 

Rate Each Photo of Mixed 

Use Options 

 64.18% of respondents indicated that Photo F was 

unappealing.  

• Strongly Unappealing 27/134 (20.15 %) 

• Unappealing 27/134 (20.15 %) 

• Somewhat Unappealing 32/134 (23.88 %) 

 

 Results from the VPS also yielded additional topics to include as this project is applied statewide. 

 Non-developed Green Space 

 Institutional Facilities  

 Use of Existing Structures 

 Gateway Transformation and 

Improvements 

 School Design/Layout 

 Industrial Use Options 

 Overnight Accommodations 

 Outdoor Attractions/Venues 

 Public Gathering Spots 

 City Corridors/Gateways 

 Places of Worship  

 

C. Facilitated Mapping Exercises 

 

Overview: 

 

IPA conducted an analysis of objectives, priorities, and recommendations found in Milford’s Planning-

related documents (Comprehensive Plan, SE Master Plan, Economic Development Strategy, Bike & 

Pedestrian Master Plan, and Economic Development Advisory Panel Surveys). Based on this 

analysis and emerging themes from Milford Workshops, and preliminary outcomes of the Visual 

Preference Survey, IPA identified Milford-specific issues that formed the basis of the facilitated 

exercises for Workshop # 3. 
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These Themes Include: 

 Community gateways 

 Signage 

 Historic preservation 

 Multi-modal connectivity; shuttle bus 

 Continued investment in Mispillion 

Greenway; Industrial/Business Park 

 Streetscaping 

 Revitalize Main Street 

 

These themes provided the basis for the exercises facilitated during workshop #3. Stakeholders 

were asked to rotate at 10-minute intervals, in IPA-facilitated mapping exercises that explored: 

1. Milford’s walkability to local destinations and Milford’s “great places” 

2. Milford’s bikeability 

3. Possible destinations/routes for a Milford public transit shuttle  

4. Milford’s gateways 

5. Milford’s historic sites and districts 

 

1. Milford Walkability/”Great Places” Mapping Exercise: 

 

To begin a discussion on the City of Milford’s walkability, participants in each of the small groups were 

asked to identify areas on the Walkability/”Great Places” map where  they would like to be able to walk 

to/ from the city’s Central Business District (CBD). The Walkability/”Great Places” map can be found at: 

(http://www.flickr.com/photos/78656355@N07/7939334782/in/photostream/). Most thought that the 

CBD and other “anchor” areas within the town are well-equipped with sidewalks and adequate lighting. 

However, several suggested that walkability could be improved throughout Milford among or between 

the city’s major anchor areas—including the CBD. Therefore, the following list represents participant 

responses regarding opportunities for improved walkability throughout Milford and is not limited to 

accessibility from the CBD to other areas. 

 Riverwalk area to Silver Lake and Goat Island (last Phase of project)—already underway 

 Hospital area to area south of CBD (toward Middle School and neighborhoods directly south) 

 Milford Athletic Complex to CBD (example: kids can walk to get ice cream downtown after 

being at the athletic complex or vice versa) 

 If not walking accessibility, at least transit to/from CBD to Boys and Girls Club facility (located 

northwest of downtown on the other side of SR 113) 

 Adjacent to SR 1 overpass being considered/built (or at least a safe bike lane) that could be 

expanded into trails/areas located outside of city boundaries 

In terms of barriers to walkability within the town, participants identified the following: 

 Accessibility between and among city’s anchor areas 

  No sidewalks in some areas 

 SR 113 

 SR 1 

 Economy/market—hurting potential growth areas 

 Wheelchair accessibility throughout city (uneven sidewalks, for example) 

 Walkability within anchor areas is good, but not between or among them 

 Uneven bricks along the Riverwalk 

 Tree roots around Jefferson and Lakeview  creating uneven sidewalk 
 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/78656355@N07/7939334782/in/photostream/
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The “Power of 10” is a concept to promote placemaking within a community.  The idea is that any great 
place itself needs to offer at least 10 things to do or 10 reasons to be there. These could include a 
place to sit, playgrounds to enjoy, art to touch, music to hear, food to eat, history to experience, and 
people to meet. Ideally, some of these activities are unique to that particular spot and are interesting 
enough to keep people coming back. 

 

 After a brief explanation by IPA staff regarding this concept, participants were then to 
provide examples of a great place in Milford where you can do 10 different activities 
(current/existing and potential). The responses listed below represent participant ideas: 
 “Master-planned community that includes mixed use and a common area/hub for arts 

and recreation  
 Small satellite college or administrative facility that would house one or more of our 

already existing higher education institutions 
 A park with walking trails connected 

 

 The following were identified as 10 types of activities that you may want to enjoy in that 
destination?  
 Amphitheater  
 Ice cream shop downtown 
 Overall, more downtown shops 
 More activities for kids 
 Aquarium near Goat Island (part of the Riverwalk) 
 Pool/golf area more accessible 

2. Milford Bikeability/ “Complete Streets” Mapping Exercise: 

 

During this exercise, participants in each of the groups to were asked to view the Bikeability Destination 

map, which illustrates the bike routes running through Milford, recreation areas, and other destinations.  

 

The Milford Bikeability map can be found at:  

(http://www.flickr.com/photos/78656355@N07/7939335152/in/photostream/) 

 

Members of each group were asked to place 1 sticky dot near the destination where they would most 

like to bike to/from the center of town. Participants were next asked to consider some of the barriers to 

bikeability in Milford.   

 

The concept of complete streets was also discussed. A complete street is safe, comfortable and 

convenient for travel by automobile, foot, bicycle or transit regardless of age and ability. Group 

members were asked to consider examples of a complete street in Milford. Additionally, participants 

were also asked for some examples of locations in Milford that can be redeveloped into a complete 

street.  

http://www.flickr.com/photos/78656355@N07/7939335152/in/photostream/
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Group Suggested Bikeability  

Locations 

Barriers Unsafe Roads/Paths Potential Complete 

Streets 

Group # 1 

(Green) 

1. Meadows at Shawnee 

2. Farmer’s Market 

 No shoulders 

 No concrete barrier or 

separation 

 Bike lanes aren’t enough 

 Roads that aren’t wide 

enough 

 Dangerous intersections 

 Changing traffic 

patterns during peak 

times (rush hour) 

 Shawnee Lane 

 Horseshoe Drive 

Group # 2 

(Yellow) 

3. Wissman Acres 

4. SR 30 

 SR. 113 – Dangerous 

 Can’t cross 

intersections 

 Lack of overpasses 

 No shoulders on SR 14 can’t 

get to NW area 

 Lack of shoulders to 

Slaughter Beach 

 Lack of infrastructure 

connecting the outlying 

areas of Milford 

 Elks Lodge Rd. (Bike 

paths on both sides of 

the road) 

 The ”downtown” area 

(Sidewalks and 

25mph speed limits) 

Group # 3 

(Blue) 

5. SR 36 to Slaughter 

Beach 

 Greenwood side of SR 36 

 No overpasses on SR 36 to 

Slaughter Beach 

 Kings Hwy (sharp curve with 

no shoulders or sidewalks) – 

Alt route has been created 

 Airport Road  A number of wide 

streets: 

 Walnut  

 Marshall 

 Seabury 

 Rehoboth Blvd 

 Front St. 

 N& S Washington 

 NW Front 

Group # 4 

(Red) 

6. Abbott’s Mill 

7. Intersection of Elks 

Lodge Rd. & Marshall St.  

8. “Local/In town” (lack of 

mountain biking facilities) 

 Very few shoulders 

 Signage and striping 

 Driver education 

 Lack of destination 

advertising 

 Eastbound SR 36 (no 

shoulders, blind turns, 

lack of restrooms and 

bike parking) 

 Riverwalk 

 West SR 36 

 SR 30 

 

3. Destinations/Routes/Hubs for Public Transit Shuttle Mapping Exercise: 

 

During this exercise, stakeholders were asked to review a Inter-City Public Transit map, which shows 

destinations and points of interest within the City of Milford such as grocery stores, shopping centers, 

the Central Business District, parks and recreation areas, schools, and public buildings. The map also 

showed existing DART First State transit routes and stops located within the greater Milford area along 

or adjacent to the SR 113 corridor, Walnut Street, and SR1/1B.  The Milford Inter-City Public Transit 

map can be found at: (http://www.flickr.com/photos/78656355@N07/7939331924/in/photostream/).  

http://www.flickr.com/photos/78656355@N07/7939331924/in/photostream/
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Each group was assigned a color to be used for identifying destinations and routes for a possible public 

transit shuttle/trolley service.  Members of each group were asked to use corresponding-color sticky 

dots to identify destinations where they would like to travel within the greater Milford area IF an 

additional local shuttle or trolley service were added.  Once destinations were identified, each group 

was asked to use a corresponding colored marker to show how destinations may be connected for an 

intercity transit loop.  Finally, members of each group were asked to identify a logical intercity transit 

hub location that could possible connect existing DART “fixed route” buses with the proposed public 

transit shuttle/trolley route(s).  The outcomes of this facilitated exercise are summarized below.  
  

Comments:  

 It was difficult to mark the map as per participant suggestions 

 Flip chart was cumbersome; misses some commentary 

 Better facilitated as a two-person task  

Outcomes for Public Transit Shuttle Mapping Exercise 

Destinations 

 14 destinations were selected 

 Commercial and residential locations 

dominated the list 

 Some destinations cited (residential 

developments) were disputed as not 

appropriate destinations (“have and 

have nots”) 

 Destinations were scattered throughout 

the city 

 Commercial: Redner’s Market, Wal-Mart, Milford 

Village, Big Lots store,  

 Residential: Knott’s Landing, Shawnee 

Acres/Meadows, Maitlen Estates/Orchard Hill, 

Milford Crossing, Heartstone Manor 

 Recreation: Mispillion Riverwalk area, Boys & Girls 

Club,  

 Public Facilities: Milford Hospital, Planned Medical 

Campus, Proposed Higher Education Campus 

Routes 

 3 versions of possible transit routes 

were cited with tangent variations 

possible 

 Consideration also given to future 

additional destinations/routes to 

accommodate future proposed 

developments 

 Some comments that an inter-city 

shuttle is not feasible because of 

inadequate population density and 

costs—doubts it would be successful 

1)  North Route (Orange)– Oriented toward linking 

Wal-Mart and Boys & Girls Club, continuing south to 

Redners’ Market, and looping through the 

CBD/Riverwalk area 

2) South Route (Green)– Linking residential 

developments in the south, continuing north to/ 

through the CBD/Riverwalk areas, and looping to 

Redner’s Market 

3)  Central Route – Focused loop that essentially 

combines the other routes into one large city-wide 

loop 

Hubs 

 Three possible hubs locations cited 

 Each hub received some negative 

comment 

 Weighed possible locations focusing on 

Central Business District area 

1) North Hub (Red) –  Wal-Mart Supercenter 

Area/DART stop 
2)  South Hub (Green) – Former plastics material 

property 
3)  Central Hub (Blue) – Old Milford fertilizer property, 

along SR 14 near Bicentennial Park/ L &S Milford, 

Inc. 
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Historic Preservation/ “Preserving Milford’s Great Places” Mapping Exercise: 

 

During this exercise, stakeholders were asked to review the Milford Historic Preservation Map that 

shows Milford’s National Register of Historic Places and its three National Register of Historic Districts 

– the Northern District, Milford Shipyard District, and Southern (Victorian) District. 

 

The Milford Historic Preservation map can be found at: 

(http://www.flickr.com/photos/78656355@N07/7939340620/in/photostream/). 

 

Each group was informed that the list of Milford properties placed on the National Register of Historic 

Places was based on a survey, conducted in 1979, of properties of historic value that were over 50 

years old at that time.  Since that time, additional properties would be eligible to be place on the 

National Register.  The three National Register of Historic Districts received designation in 1984.  

Participants also received a two-sided handout showing maps for the Bayshore connection between SR 

9 and Lewes Byways, as well as a close up of the connection through Milford.  SR 9 and Lewes 

Byways have been designated a Coastal Heritage Scenic Byways under DelDOT’s State Scenic & 

Historic Highway Program.  A proposed “Bayshore” connection will link the two byways and pass 

through Milford – significant to Delaware’s heritage tourism industry. 

 

Historic Places 

 

Each group was assigned a color. Members of each group were asked to number and place 

corresponding colored dots on additional locations of Milford historic places, cultural sites, feature, or 

landmarks that are of value to the community.  Twenty-two places of historical significance were 

identified and are listed below. 

 

1. Union Civil War Grave Site 12.     Marshall (Tea) House 

2. Blocks around Milford Hospital with historic homes of 

former doctors 
13.     Avenue AME Church 

3. Old Milford High School 14.     Causey Mansion 

4. Spoon Mill – Fisher and Marshall Street 15.     Abbott’s Mill Pond/Delaware Nature Center 

 5. Shockley Farms/Old Christ Church (historic red oak) 16.    Former Shrine Theater (Love Temple) 

 6. Shawnee Country Club 17.    Mispillion Greenway – preserve greenway buffer area 

7. L.D. Caulk (Dental Mfg.) 18.    Single room church (white) on S.E. Front St 

8. Bethel AME Church 19.    Calvary Methodist Church 

9. Odd Fellows Cemetery 
20.    Underground railroad site (next to Berry/Short funeral 

home) 

 10. Sunny Brae Mansion (near Milford High) 21.   Original site of mill (Mill St. at Mispillion River) 

11. The Towers Bed and Breakfast 21.  Civil War General Torbert’s home  

 
 

Historic Characteristics 

 

Group participants were asked what characteristics make a place, cultural site, feature, or landmark historic 

OR provide historic value to the community.  Responses included: 

 Age 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/78656355@N07/7939340620/in/photostream/
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 Architectural style 

 Appearance 

 Association with historic person 

 Not just old; unique architectural design 

 Historical event (e.g., Underground Railroad) 

 

Suggestions to Preserve Historic Places 

 

Group participants were also asked ways that Milford can preserve places of historic value.  Responses 

included: 

 Improved demolition regulations and review process 

 Development and adoption of design standards 

 Community involvement  

 Enlist Downtown Milford, Inc.’s Design Committee to protect Milford’s historic character 

 Form a Historic Preservation Commission and enlist volunteers 

 Seek available funding to preserve historic resources 

 Adopt a City of Milford historic preservation ordinance 

 Re-survey historic properties 

 Designate a greenway/conservation district/historic district along the Mispillion River 

 Promote eco-, heritage-, and maritime tourism; obtain details on proposed scenic byway; relate 

proposed development to tourism themes (e.g., aquarium). 

 Encourage adaptive reuse of historic buildings (e.g., businesses, educational institutions, 

artisans) 

 Tackle issue of large, historic single-family homes (not yet on National Register) being converted 
to multi-family rental units.  A list was provided of sample of homes that are not properly being 
preserved due to neglect or rental conversion: 

                        
 211 SE Front Street 
 304 S Walnut Street 
 412 S Walnut Street 
 301 S Walnut Street    

 

4. Milford Gateways Mapping Exercise: 

 

During this exercise, stakeholders were asked to review the Milford Gateways map, which shows locations 

and visual images of points of entry into the city’s corporate limits.  The Milford Gateways map can be found 

at: (http://www.flickr.com/photos/78656355@N07/7939329720/in/photostream/). Members of each group 

were asked to use sticky dots to identify the top three gateways that need the most visual improvement.  

Participants could also use a sticky dot to identify a gateway, not shown on the map, to show another 

gateway location needing visual improvement. Finally, participants were shown a visual image of design 

element options for various gateways, and asked what types of elements could be incorporated into new or 

revitalized Milford gateways. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/78656355@N07/7939329720/in/photostream/
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Group Suggested Improvements Suggested Additional 

Gateways 

Elements of an Improved 

Gateway 

Group #1 

(Red) 

 SR 113 & SR 1 Interchange 

Southbound. (Addresses two roles: 

that of welcome sign and community 

advertisement. However it is dated 

and cluttered fulfilling neither role.) 

 SR Northbound. (Gateway destroyed 

by car accident and has yet to be 

replaced) 

 The proposed overpass on 

SR 1 Northbound 

 Use of brick (synonymous with 

historic Delaware) 

 Incorporate elements of the City 

of Milford seal.  

 Incorporating landscaping to 

enhance the visual elements of 

the signage 

 Ensure correct position of state 

and municipal road signage as 

to not detract from the gateway. 

Group # 2 

(Green) 
 SR-B1 split entering town. Tree City 

USA (Requires maintenance and 

possibly a repurpose as a  gateway to 

downtown) 

 SR 113& SR 1 Interchange 

Southbound (old, cluttered and hard to 

read) 

 The proposed overpass on 

SR 1 Northbound 

 SR 14 Eastbound 

 New landscaping (Garden City) 

 Incorporate Milford’s 

shipbuilding heritage (sailboat) 

 Woodwork (old milling industry)  

Group # 3 

(Yellow) 
 SR 113 Northbound (gateway 

destroyed) 

 Intersections of SR 1 and SR 14 (route 

of entry into downtown) 

 SR 14 Eastbound (No gateway only 

fleet of trucks) 

 The proposed overpass on 

SR 1 Northbound 

 Former car dealership at the 

intersection of Front St. and 

SR 113.  

 Utilizing landscaping to create 

traffic calming to draw more 

attention to gateways 

 Utilizing murals by local artists 

 Incorporating Milford’s 

shipbuilding heritage 

Group #4 

(Blue) 
 SR 113 & SR 1 Interchange 

Southbound. 

 SR 14 East and West  

 A gateway for the Mispillion 

Riverwalk  

 SR 14 Eastbound 

 Incorporating brick 

 Design rooted in “simplicity” to 

provide a clear message 

 “Art Town, Hometown, River 

Town” 

Group #5 

(Salmon) 

 SR 113 & SR 1 Interchange 

Southbound. 

 SR 113 Northbound (gateway 
destroyed) 

 SR 14 Eastbound  Utilizing an appropriate 

combination of elements to 

create a unique design that 

does not favor or over shadow 

one in particular (landscaping, 

brick, wood etc.) 

 


